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ABSTRACT

PLATO is an exoplanet hunting mission of the European Space Agency. It is a medium-class mission, with a
launch foreseen in 2026. Its prime objective is to uncover Earth-sized planets residing in their habitable zone.

The payload consists in 26 cameras with a very wide field of view. These cameras consist in a Telescope
Optical Unit, aligned at ambient and characterised at the operational temperature, and a Focal Plane Array
bearing the detectors, and delivered after coupling with the Front End Electronics.

In this contribution, we report on the alignment of the Engineering Model camera of Plato, i.e., the input
metrology, the mechanical alignment of the optical unit with the focal plane array, the test environment and
the optical characterisation throughout the process until the integrity check after delivery to the cryo-vacuum
testing facility where the camera underwent a thorough performance demonstration. We also give a detailed
description of the bolting process and the associated error budget.

Keywords: PLATO, AIT, AIV, camera, focus, alignment, bolting, integration, spacecraft integration

1. INTRODUCTION

The exoplanet hunting mission PLATO was selected as ESA-M3 candidate in 2014 in the framework of the
Cosmic Vision Program. The prime mission objective is the hunt for exoplanets via the transit method1,2 and
the characterization of the host system, i.e. not only the radius, mass and density of the planet, but also the age
of the system, by studying the host star with asteroseismology.3–5 PLATO aims at discovering and characterizing
exoplanets down to terrestrial-size planets, i.e. Earth-analogues residing in the habitable zone around their host
star. A complete description of the science objectives can be found in Ref. 6.
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The mission was adopted in 20177 and entered in implementation phase thereafter. The Engineering Model
camera was successfully integrated and validated under cryo-vacuum at the end of 2021, allowing the mission to
pass ESA’s Critical Milestone earlier this year, confirming the mission is on track for launch in 2026.

The PLATO spacecraft consists in 26 cameras, all sharing the same optical design. They are refractive
telescopes, with an optical train made of 6 lenses, as described in 8, 9 and references therein. Each camera
consists of three main components. The Telescope Optical Unit (TOU) bears the optical elements;9 the Focal
Plane Array10 11 (FPA) bears the four 4510× 4510 pixels CCD detectors and the Front End Electronics (FEE)
contains the readout electronics.12 The payload is composed of 4 groups of 6 cameras pointing at the same
portion of the sky. All groups are pointing in different directions, 9.2 degrees away from the two remaining
cameras, the so-called Fast Cameras, operated at a cadence of 2.5 sec (vs 25 sec for the others), and used as Fine
Guiding System.

The Assembly, Integration and Verification of the cameras and payload is described in 13 and 14. In a nutshell,
the TOU tube is fabricated by the University of Bern (Switzerland). The lenses are installed and aligned by
Leonardo (Florence, Italy; hereafter LDO). On the other side, the FPA structure is produced by LIDAX, for
INTA (Spain). The CCDs are tested by MSSL (UK) and shipped to Spain for integration and alignment with
the structure. The FPA is then sent back to the MSSL, where it is mated with the FEEs (also produced there)
and finally delivered to CSL (Belgium). CSL assembles the TOU with the FPA and delivers the camera to a Test
House for thermal cycling and a full characterization of the camera performance under cryo-vacuum conditions.
While the flight model cameras will each be sent to a single test house, the Engineering Model (EM) will be sent
to all three test houses, being SRON (Netherlands), IAS (France) and INTA (in this order), in order to validate
the GSEs, test plans and AIV processes at all premises.

The present paper discusses the operations performed in CSL with respect to the alignment and assembly
of the TOU and FPA+FEE into a camera. The prime objective is to couple the FPA with the TOU, i.e. to
position the sensitive plane of the FPA (the mid-plane formed by the four detectors) at the exact same location
as where the Best Image Plane (BIP) produced by the TOU will exist in operational conditions. As explained
in Ref. 15, two methods were originally envisaged for the camera alignment:

• an ’optical’ method, in which the location of the BIP is measured with respect to a reference plane. The
reference plane would be obtained from optical measurements performed at ambient temperature and
independently by the TOU and the alignment teams. That is hence an indirect method which requires a
high accuracy determination of the location of both the BIP at cold and the reference plane at ambient by
the TOU team. It does on the contrary not require any advanced metrology on the sensitive plane of the
FPA (hereafter fpa sen).

• a ’mechanical’ approach in which the location of the BIP is directly given with respect to the mechanical
reference frame attached to the TOU (hereafter tou mec). This method imposes an accurate determination
of the position of the mean sensitive plane of the detectors with respect to a mechanical reference frame
attached to the FPA.

Scheduling constraints combined with the possibility to derive the appropriate metrology on the FPA finally
advocated for the adoption of a hybrid solution. The mechanical approach is kept as baseline, but an optical
verification is performed at ambient, with two goals in mind: a. secure the consistency between the TOU
metrology obtained at Leonardo at TOU level and at CSL at proto-camera level, and b. verify the consistency
between the measurements performed by LDO with a service detector (esp. the BIP; see Ref 16) and those
obtained in CSL with the actual camera detectors.

The next section presents the test environment and Ground Support Equipments (GSEs). Sections 3 and 4
present the alignment principles and the results from the optical verifications performed in the process. Finally,
section 5 describes the bolting process, and the optical verification of the system stability until the end of the
cryo-vacuum campaign at SRON.
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Figure 1. Alignment setup layout. The scan mirror assembly (translation and rotation stage ’S’) allows to modify the
elevation angle under which the collimated beam is sent to the camera. The big rotation stage supporting the camera
allows to modify the azimuth.

2. TEST ENVIRONMENT

2.1 Mechanical and Optical Ground Support Equipment

The alignment and camera integration take place in an ISO5 cleanroom. An electronic rack gathers the electronics
(section 2.2). The Optical Ground Support Equipment (OGSE) consists in a Laser Driven Light Source (also
located in the electronic rack), feeding a collimator via an optical fiber, after passing through two filter wheels
allowing to control the light intensity via neutral density filters.17

The rest of the setup is presented in Figure 1: the camera is mounted vertically, and the light from the OGSE
is deflected towards it via a flat mirror (here after ”the scan mirror”).

The necessity to explore any part of the camera field of view is met by three mechanisms:

• a small rotation stage supports the flat mirror, and allows for modifications of the elevation angle used to
illuminate the camera (θ; angle from the optical axis)

• a translation stage supports the small rotation stage and the flat mirror, and allows to preserve a full-pupil
illumination regardless of the selected elevation.

• a large rotation stage supports the entire camera, and allows for modifications of the azimuth (ϕ).

An isostatic plate is mounted on the big rotation stage. The TOU is mounted on it, and it is fixed with
respect to it. The FPA also stands on the isostatic plate, but it is supported by a hexapod to allow for its
free placement with respect to the TOU. The system hence gathers nine degrees of freedom: six linked to the
hexapod and three to the three translation and rotation stages.

The large rotation stage rotation axis defines the main reference frame of the setup while the position and
orientation of the main reference frame is materialized by laser tracker targets and measured with a laser tracker.
The scan mirror and the collimator are also equipped with laser tracker targets used to define the reference frames
of both items and therefore also the position of their optical centre and the orientation of their optical axis. The
collimator is aligned perpendicular and the mirror is aligned at 45◦ with respect to the main reference frame
using the laser tracker. The alignment is performed with an accuracy of 15 arcsec in orientation and 60µm in
position. The alignment result is calibrated with an accuracy of 8 arcsec in orientation and 15µm in position.
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Figure 2. Theodolite and pentaprism layout during OGSE calibration error verification.

This way, the orientation of the field of view angle (θ, ϕ) that is sent towards the TOU is known with an accuracy
of 8 arcsec.

The collimation error of the OGSE (collimator and scan mirror) is verified within CSL facilities using a
pentaprism and a theodolite (see Figure 2 ). The pentaprism is set at one edge of the exit beam of the collimator
and the crosshair of the theodolite is co-aligned with the reflected beam to allow for the horizontal angle to
be registered. The pentaprism is moved towards the other edge of the collimator beam and the movement of
the horizontal angle is followed during this movement. During verification performed on the setup, no visible
movement of the horizontal angle has been observed meaning that the collimation error is negligible.

2.2 Electrical Ground Support Equipment

2.2.1 Pointing

The collimated beam of the OGSE simulates a single point source at infinity. The combined movements of the
three stages allow to point it at any [θ, ϕ] position in the field of view. The movement of the translation stage is
limited to one side of the optical axis (θ ≥ 0). To avoid any issue with the cables connected to the FEE through
the hexapod, the movement of the big rotation stage is limited to 360 degrees (ϕ ∈ [−180, 180]). The translation
and rotation of the scan mirror are driven by the desired target elevation and can be written

∆x = h · tan θ (1)

α = θ/2 + k1 · θ + k2 · θ2 (2)

respectively, where ∆x describes the translation stage position, h is the height of the translation stage above the
entrance pupil of the camera and α is the inclination of the scan mirror with respect to the vertical direction. The
first term in equation 2 is purely geometrical. The correction terms are necessary because the SMA translation
stage is not perfectly rigid, but presents a small bending along its travel path. The coefficients (k1, k2) were
determined via theodolite measurements giving the actual rotation angle of the mirror as a function of the
commanded one. The correction is expressed in θ rather than ∆x. Given the monotonic relation between them
reported in equation 1, it is equivalent.

The azimutal angle ϕ is fully characterised by the orientation of the big rotation stage, as depicted in Fig. 3.
A correction is nevertheless necessary due to a small misalignment of the SMA in rotation around the vertical
direction, inducing an elevation-dependent error in azimuth, increasing towards the optical axis. This can be
accounted for by adapting the command to the big rotation stage:

ϕcommanded = −ϕtarget +∆ϕ(θ) (3)

where the minus sign expresses the necessity to rotate the setup in the opposite direction with respect to the
desired azimuth, and ∆ϕ(θ) is drawn from a correction table derived from a geometrical model of the setup.
This correction was not used for the EM camera. For the flight models, the correction will be activated. Given
the rotational symmetry of the optics, the effect of this misalignment on the alignment is negligible.
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Figure 3. Left: Focal-plane reference frame (xFP , yFP ), with the definition of the field angles θ (elevation) and ϕ (azimuth)
used for commanding the MGSE. The four CCDs have their own coordinate systems for the data acquisition. The location
of the readout registers is displayed in gray. It is the goal of the alignment to make the reference frames attached to the
best image plane (tou bip) and the mean sensitive plane of the detectors (fpa sen) coincide. cam opt represents the
resulting reference frame (section 3). Right: The data processing unit GUI, displaying the four detectors. Each CCD
has 2 readout amplifiers, hence 2 independent images. The images in some of the panels were zoomed in to inspect the
Hartmann pattern (section 4. In the others, the effect of the partial readout is visible, as only a subset of the detector is
readout. The telemetry at the bottom of the display report on the current operational mode of the FEE.

2.2.2 Operational Environment

The Electrical Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) and the commanding of the instrumentation is written in
Python. All details about the infrastructure can be found in Ref.18 The camera tests are commanded from a
standard Python IDE, by executing so-called ’building blocks’. A building block is a Python function fitted with
a specific decorator. The roles of the decorator are to a. make sure only certified scripts are executed on the
operational machine, b. verify that all parameters are properly specified, c. make sure that the building blocks
are always executed within an observational context and therefore associated with a unique observation identifier
(obsid).

During the test execution, the operator can follow the progress in real time via a collection of GUIs tracking
the status of the entire setup: all egse processes, the image acquisition system, including real-time telemetry
and image displays, the mechanisms, the positions in the field of view that were visited since the start of the
observation, etc (Figure 3). In addition, the housekeeping is processed with Prometheus and can be visualised in
a simple web browser via an extensive collection of Grafana dashboards covering all sub-systems (MGSE, OGSE,
FEEs, detectors, test chamber, thermal control, ...).

The telemetry and image data produced during a test campaign are stored in a different directory every day.
In addition, when an observation starts, a dedicated directory is created where the data produced during the
corresponding time window is duplicated. This allows for an easy analysis of the data both on the long-term
(e.g. thermal) and short term, i.e an easy selection of the data relevant for each observation.

The telemetry from the camera and from the facility are stored in csv files. The raw stream of image data
is stored in HDF5 files, which are then assembled into data cubes in FITS format for the sake of convenience.
The FITS file generation is automatically triggered either by the end of an image acquisition command, or by a
specific commanding parameter allowing to split the very large data cubes in smaller, manageable slices.

In the most demanding observing modes, almost 400MB are generated every minute. The data are transferred
to a fast SSD drive in real time, and duplicated to a larger storage in near real time. Finally, the data archive is
duplicated to an FTP server on the KU Leuven premises, via a rsync command running every 15minutes. That
way, the data from the alignment and integration of all PLATO cameras obtained at CSL, and the data from the
test campaigns at the three test houses (Section 1) is made available to the consortium in one central location.
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3. MECHANICAL ALIGNMENT

The process of camera alignment and integration can be decomposed in a few steps:

1. Installation. Position the FPA and the TOU on the test setup

2. Approach. Approach the FPA from the TOU so that fpa sen coincides with the RF attached to the BIP
(hereafter tou bip).

3. Verification. Perform an optical verification of the metrology, i.e. check the consistency between the
measures performed at TOU and camera levels

4. Correction. Apply the corrections necessary to account for the differences between the ambient and the
flight conditions.

5. Integration. Bolt the FPA onto the TOU

The goals of step 1 are a. on the FPA side, to locate the reference frame with respect to which fpa sen is
known (hereafter fpa aln); b. on the TOU side, to locate the reference frame with respect to which the position
of the BIP is known (hereafter tou mec); c. to position the TOU on the setup such that the optical axis of the
camera coincides with the optical axis of the collimator of the OGSE and the rotation axis of the main rotation
stage (section 2.1).

The mechanical reference frames tou mec and fpa aln are defined by the coordinates of Laser Tracker
Targets attached to the mechanical structures of the TOU and the FPA respectively. The alignment of the TOU
with the optical axis of the OGSE is made via an optical cube attached to the TOU, whose orientation with
respect to the optical axis is measured at TOU level.

All the metrology defining the reference frames tou aln, tou mec, tou bip, fpa aln and fpa sen is
produced at subsystem level and delivered to CSL with the hardware.

The location of the last optical surface is also characterized by the TOU team for the following reason: prior
to the approach (step 2), an avoidance volume is defined around it to avoid the risk of collision between the
detectors and the optics while manipulating the FPA. This is especially important since after positioning the
FPA onto the BIP, the last lens comes as close as 1.5mm from the nearest mechanical part and about 2mm
from the detectors’ surface, while the straylight mask around the detectors prevents any direct visibility of the
interstitial volume for the most critical part of the approach (last ∼1 cm).

After installing the TOU and the FPA on the setup and after homing the hexapod, a mathematical model
of the entire mechanical setup is established. It includes close to twenty different reference frames and their
relations. In addition, 60 verification points are defined 300µm above the detector, at the edge of the FPA.
Together they define a ’security volume’ around the FPA. Throughout the alignment, the collision avoidance
is then verified by software: the commands are not directly sent to the hexaopod but to the model. After the
virtual movement, it is verified that none of the verification points has entered the avoidance volume. If the
answer is negative, the movement is allowed and the command is transferred to the hexapod.

In order to maximize the effective field of view covered by all cameras of a given group, i.e in order to maximize
the on-sky overlap between the fields of view of the individual cameras, it is important that the detectors are
also aligned rotationally around the optical axis, between cameras. This is automatically taken care of during
the approach by adjusting the position of the FPA to the reference frame that will be used later in the AIV
to integrate the cameras on the spacecraft (hereafter cam bor). To this aim, the tou bip reference frame is
defined such that its x-axis points to the reference axis of the camera (which can slightly differ from tou mec),
and the fpa sen reference frame is defined such that its x-axis is aligned with the rows of a reference detector.
Forcing those to coincide for all cameras ensures we are using the same external reference for all cameras and
hence cancels any potential rotational misalignment between their respective fields of view. This explains why
cam bor, tou bip and fpa sen coincide in Figure 3.

At the end of the approach, but prior to the optical verification, we rotate the camera by 360 degrees and
obtain 20 images evenly distributed in azimuth, all at a given elevation. The center of the circle fitted to the
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coordinates of the sources provides an empirical estimate of the de-centering of the FPA with respect to the
optical axis. No correction was applied at this point for the EM camera though. A good centering of the FPA
was nevertheless confirmed by the cryo-vacuum measurements performed. The de-centering is fit along with the
optical model and is found to be 6 - 10 pixels.19 The optical verification is described in section 4.

Finally, the correction terms necessary at step 4 can be found in Ref. 15 (their equation 2). They include:

• the translation from fpa sen at ambient to the operational temperature. For the EM camera, this correc-
tion amounts to 75µm. It corresponds to the thermal contraction of the support bipods of the FPA. For
the EM camera, slight deformations of the FPA structure were observed at the operational temperature,
which were also included in the correction. This problem has been solved for the flight model cameras, and
this additional contribution should consequently not be necessary anymore.

• the translation from tou bip resulting from the difference in thermal gradients along the camera during
the measurements at TOU level (isothermal camera) with respect to the flight conditions, where the heat
generated by the FEEs is dissipated radiatively by the baffle of the camera, hence imposing a temperature
gradient in the direction of the optical axis. This correction amounts to 12µm.

• the translation resulting from the compression of the shims and the mechanical embedding taking place in
the days following the bolting of the FPA on the TOU (section 5). This correction amounts to 35µm.

4. OPTICAL VERIFICATION

Once the focal plane is in place at the location of the BIP, but before bolting the FPA onto the TOU, a consistency
check of the metrology is performed between the proto-camera (CSL) and the TOU (LDO). It also serves the
purpose to verify the absence of effect due to the use of a service detector to determine the location of the BIP in
LDO, while the alignment and cryo-vacuum performance verifications happen with the actual PLATO focal plane
array of detectors. To this aim, a series of optical measurements are performed at ambient temperature with the
detector at the location of BIP; first at TOU level, and later on reproduced during the camera alignment.

4.1 Acquisition principle

The nominal operational temperature of the PLATO cameras is −80 ◦C. At ambient temperature, 100 degrees
warmer, the size, shape, relative positions and refractive indices of the lenses are different, hence strongly
degrading the optical performances. In addition, at ambient temperature, the best image is on average 1.5mm
further from the last optical surface than at the operational temperature, and there is a strong field curvature,
of ∼500µm from the center to the edge of the field. In order to cope with the strong defocus, the measures are
performed through a hartmann mask (identical at both premises) which was placed in the collimated beam of
the OGSE. A full-aperture approach was considered originally,20 but simulations have demonstrated that the
data reduction would be simpler and that the results would be more accurate with the current approach. In
order to account for the strong field curvature, the data analysis is split by elevation angle wherever relevant.

The strong dark current at ambient imposes short exposure times, which is impossible with PLATO’s Aux-
iliary Electronic Units providing the clock and synchronization pulses triggering the detector readouts to the
FEEs. Therefore, at ambient temperature, the synchronisation pulses are directly generated by the FEEs. In
addition, to limit the duration of the readout, the dark current and the amplitude of the readout smearing (given
there is no shutter in the path), the CCDs are operated in partial readout, i.e. only 1500 rows of one CCD are
readout around the source. The location of the source on the focal plane is pre-computed, including a standard
model of the optical distortion of the cameras. In addition, a complete CCD clearout is performed before every
exposure, to minimise the impact of the dark current accumulated during the readout of one exposure onto the
next one.
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Figure 4. Left: raw image. The strong background variation is due to the high dark current at ambient temperature,
accumulating during the frame readout, occuring bottom-up. Right: Final stage of the data reduction. After background
subtraction, the pixels significantly above the noise are labelled; an ellipse is then fit to the centroids of the hartmann-spots.

4.1.1 Data reduction

Figure 4 shows an example image. The top panel of the figure shows the hartmann pattern on top of a strong,
and strongly varying background, due to the dark current accumulating during the exposure and during the
readout. The bottom panels present zooms on the hartmann pattern, in the raw image on the left, and in the
reduced one on the right. The data reduction proceeds as follows:

Background subtraction: The background is computed by sequentially applying a median filter, to remove
the sources and a gaussian filter, to smooth out the noise, both with wide kernels.

Thresholding: The pixels appearing significantly above the noise are stored in a binary mask. Yen’s thresh-
olding method was found to be the most efficient.21

Cleaning: Isolated pixels (cosmetic defects, cosmic rays impacts) are removed from the mask by binary opening.
This step was introduced based on simulations, but thanks to the very short exposure times used in practice
(< 1 sec), it could have been omitted.

Labelling: The ’islands’ formed by the individual hartmann spots in the binary mask are identified and labelled
individually. A centroid is then computed for every spot.

Fitting: An ellipse is fit through the spot-centroids, although the difference with fitting the ellipse to the binary
mask directly is most of the time negligible.

To make sure that the differences between test premises weren’t linked to the data reduction, the data
produced at LDO were reduced in double-blind by two totally independent codes. The results were shown to
vary by as much as 0.3 pixels on average, in terms of size of the ellipse. That corresponds to the error budget
of the alignment, hence proving the paramount importance to reduce all data with the same algorithm before
comparison. The steps in the procedure accounting for most of the differences were shown to be the background
subtraction and the thresholding.

4.1.2 Analysis

The metric used to compare measurements and estimate the defocus, i.e. the relative movement along the optical
axis (hereafter ’z’) is the ’diagonal’ size of the ellipse, i.e. Σ ≜

√
a2 + b2, where a and b refer to the semi-major

and semi-minor axes of the ellipse respectively. That proved to be much more robust than either a or b in
the presence of noise, especially when the two values are close to each other and can be inverted by the fitting
routines.
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We calibrated the sensitivity of Σ vs defocus via measures obtained by moving the FPA over 300µm along
the optical axis close to the BIP. We found a value of

τ ≜
dz

dΣ
= 65 [

µm

pix
] (4)

that is constant in the central part of the field but decreases towards the edges, with 60µm/pix at 12.4 degrees
of elevation, and 50 at 16.33 degrees.

We estimated the sensitivity of the hartmann measurements by repeating the same series of measures per-
formed at 20 positions in the field of view, equally spaced in azimuth, at an elevation of 8.3 degrees. The measures
are repeated seven times, including two executions with a mini-dither of half a pixel in x and y directions to
estimate the sensitivity with respect to the projection of the hartmann spots on the pixel grid. The results are
shown in Figure 5 in gray (repetitions) and blue (dithers). The overall reproducibility is ≤ 1µm when comparing
the groups of 20 measures, with a dispersion σ ≤ 3µm at any given value of the azimuth.

Assuming that the measurement differences are not dominated by systematic errors, the agreement between
two sets of measurements A and B (e.g. CSL vs LDO or pre- vs post-bolting) can be verified by the following
relations:

δΣglobal = | 1
N

N∑
i=1

(ΣAi − ΣBi)| < δΣmax + 3 ·
√
2 · σΣ√
N

(5)

δΣlocal = max
N

|(ΣA − ΣB)| < δΣmax + 3 ·
√
2 · σΣ (6)

where N is the number of independent measurements (locations visited in the field of view), σΣ is the
measurement uncertainty and δΣmax ∼ 0.3 pixel is the maximum difference allowed by the focus requirements
(derived from the alignment error budget dzmax = 20µm via equation 4). It dominates the second term in
equations 5 and 6 since, as seen above, in absence of systematics σΣ ≲ 3µm∼ 0.05 pixel. The first criterion
ensures a global agreement over the entire dataset, given the measurement errors (H0 hypothesis that the means
of the two sets agree within δΣmax); the second criterion verifies the absence of unacceptable local deviations in
the field of view.

4.1.3 Results

Whereas the metrology of the LTTs on the FPA side provided a very accurate definition of the alignment reference
frame of the FPA, it had not been determined with the same level of accuracy on the TOU side for the EM
camera (LDO). It was nevertheless used to locate the TOU mechanical reference frame on the alignment setup
(CSL). This misunderstanding about the interface led to a miscalculation in the z direction at proto-camera level,
i.e. an error in the relative positioning of the FPA and TOU on the alignment setup. That was immediately
detected thanks to the optical verification. The mechanical reference frame of the TOU was then remeasured by
moving a laser tracker target over the interface plane defining it. A correction of 65µm was found and applied,
restoring the agreement between the measurements at TOU and proto-camera level with respect to the defocus.
To prevent similar issues for the flight model cameras, the metrology of the tou mec reference frame will be
transferred from TOU to camera level via the coordinates of the centers of reference spheres positioned in laser
tracker nests, measured on both premises.

At TOU-level, the reference hartmann measurements were performed by moving a small detector inside a
plane (hereafter the ”Hartmann plane”). That plane should have been identical to the BIP, measured at cold
temperature, but due to metrology issues at ambient for the EM camera, it was actually shifted by about 200µm
in the focus direction, and tilted with respect to the optical axis. Consequently, at proto-camera level, while
the agreement found in the focus direction was very good, a discrepancy in tilt appeared, inducing a sine-wave
signature in the curve of Σ vs azimuth.

That signature is visible in Figure 5 and corresponds to tilts of 1.4 and 4 arcmin at TOU and proto-camera
level respectively, in different directions. The corresponding systematic error dominates equations 5 and 6,
which consequently prevented a formal validation of the metrology. Nevertheless, given the known issues with
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Figure 5. Optical verification measurements: size of the Hartmann pattern as a function of the azimuth, for a constant
elevation of 8.3 degrees. Green: reference measurement at TOU-level. Gray and blue: measurements at proto-camera
level, including assessment of reproducibility. Orange: comparison measurement performed at the location of the bolting
plane (which is parallel to the BIP), including an offset of 300µm for visualisation purposes. The black and lightgreen
curves are sine-waves fitted to TOU and proto-camera level data points. The agreement in focus is good on average (y-
axis), but the measurement planes are tilted with respect to each other (see text for details). The four ’waves’ visible in
the measurements performed at proto-camera level (orange) are likely explained by the non-flatness of the CCD detectors.

the definition of the Hartmann plane for this camera (corrected for the flight model16,22), given the agreement
in the focus direction, and given that the Best Image Plane did not present any such tilt with respect to the
optical axis (orange curve in Figure 5), the verification was accepted and the the FPA was aligned on the BIP,
as planed. The metrology of the FPA, the TOU, the BIP and the camera alignment were later validated by
the cryo-vacuum tests of the camera performed in SRON (NL). As reported in Refs 19,23, 13,14, the alignment
budget in focus and tilt, and the general optical performance of the camera was indeed found fully compliant
with the requirements.

5. CAMERA INTEGRATION

Once the correct location and orientation of the FPA sensitive area with respect to the TOU are defined, the
two components can be bolted together. They are connected together at three different points located at the
circumference of the FPA. The FPA bolting interfaces to the TOU is composed of 3 bipods and the TOU
interfaces to the FPA are 3 interface planes. At the nominal position of the FPA with respect to the TOU, the
gap between both interfaces is ∼7mm. This gap is filled with spacers which thickness is estimated by measuring
the distance between the interfaces after the mechanical alignment process and the alignment verification. The
spacers are inserted between the two interfaces during the bolting process.

Performing the alignment and camera integration consistently on a series of 26 cameras within a tight schedule
and with the required accuracy (20µm) represents a significant challenge in terms of AIV flow. Small variations
on the interfaces geometry can cause large discrepancies between the predicted thickness needed and the final
spacer thickness to be used in practice. The gap measurement is performed to help reduce the number of iterations
needed to find the correct set of spacers. During the EM alignment campaign, the bolting was performed in only
two iterations, while 3 were anticipated. With further specimens, the end goal is to be able to perform it in only
one.

The complete bolting process, can be decomposed as follows :
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• The distance between the TOU and FPA bolting interfaces is measured to give a first estimate of the
required spacer thickness (gap measurement).

• The spacers are selected accordingly, and installed (after lowering the FPA).

• The FPA is elevated until the spacers are pinched between the TOU and the FPA interface.

• The rest of the bolting stack and a tensioning tooling are installed.

• All three interfaces are loaded, at the same time.

• The interfaces are locked and the tension is released.

• The tensioning equipment is removed and a full optical verification is performed. The full optical verification
is repeated the next day.

If successful, the bolting process is completed. If not, the process is repeated with a new set of spacers.

5.1 Gap measurement

The measurement is performed using a gauge block with a known and accurate thickness of 1.000mm placed at
the top side of the FPA bipod. A digital comparator is then mounted in the interface hole of the TOU and is
set to zero before the start of the measurement.

Figure 6. Gap measurement principle. 1. The comparator needle is in contact with the FPA reference gauge. 2. The
needle is in contact with the TOU reference gauge to measure the gap.

A second gauge is placed in contact with the TOU bolting interface and the comparator value is registered.
The comparator needle is then left to slowly return to its original position and the value is registered. The
measurement process is repeated 10 times with two different operators (total of 20 gap measurements taken per
interface) and the average value is taken. The spacers size is selected to be slightly larger than the measured
value to account for the compression of the stack but also other possible error contributors such as the embedding
of the mating surfaces.

In the mechanical assembly linking the hexapod to the FPA, compliant parts are used to limit the load on
the FPA and the hexapod during the bolting process. These compliant parts are designed to be flexible in the
vertical direction but stiff in the other directions. Since there is no contact between the FPA and the TOU during
the alignment, the parts are not solicited and the FPA stays fixed relative to the hexapod. This is no longer the
case during the bolting where the parts can deform vertically to accommodate the FPA movement toward the
TOU during the bolting. Hence, once the gap measurement is performed, the comparators are removed from
the TOU and installed to register the vertical displacement between the FPA and the hexapod.
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Figure 7. Left: Bottom reference gauge on the FPA bipod. Comparator installed and initialized on the bottom reference
gauge. Right: Gap measurement performed by putting the top reference gauge in contact with the TOU bottom insert
surface.

5.2 Bolting principle

During the bolting process, Hartman images are regularly taken at one fixed location in the field of view. For
every image, the ellipse size and the related z-position are calculated. They are compared with those obtained
from the first image, taken just after the optical verification and used as a reference.

After the alignment and gap measurement but prior to the bolting, the hexapod holding the FPA is moved
to a lower position to allow for the installation of the spacers and the bolting studs. Once the spacers and the
studs are installed, the hexapod is moved upward in small steps until the spacers resting on the FPA bipods
are in contact with the TOU interface. Once the contact is effective, the rest of the bolting stack and the bolt
tensioning tooling are installed. A hydraulic bolt tensioner is used for the bolting instead of a torque wrench to
prevent rotation of the screw during torquing. An additional advantage of this method for tensioning the bolts
is that the 3 bipods can be torqued at the same time.

Figure 8. Bolt tensioner operating principle on FPA-TOU interface. See text for details.
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By increasing the pressure in the hydraulic tensioner cavity (step 2 in Figure 8), the bolts are elongated until
the desired elongation/load is reached. By turning the socket (step 3 in Figure 8), the nut is then locked to freeze
the elongation at the desired level and the pressure in the tooling is released. To lock the nut, a 2Nm torque
is applied to ensure good repeatability of the process. Considering the bolts are loaded at approximately 24 kN
at this point in the process, the small torque applied does no causes any relative movement between the TOU
and the FPA. The pressure release causes a small decrease of the load in the bolt which requires the pressure
prior to the bolting to be higher than the desired final pre-load. The overload was determined on the STM
camera model, which had the same design as the Engineering and Flight Models. The load was measured using
an echo-meter to measure the bolt elongation along the process, providing the translation into load value. Once
the maximum pressure is reached, the nut locked and the tooling removed (step 4 in Figure 8), a full Hartman
measurement is performed. It is also repeated several hours later to determine the effect of the relaxation.

5.3 Bolting Process

Bolting the PLATO EM Camera was done in two iterations, both depicted in Figure 9. The process followed
the steps described above. In the first iteration (top panel of the figure), this corresponds to 1. Hexapod at the
nominal position (corresponding to the FPA nominal position); 2-5. Gap measurement made, spacers installed
and Hexapod elevated to ensure contact between the spacers and FPA-TOU interfaces; 6. Tensioning tooling
installed; 7-10. Pre-tension increased in several steps; 11. Maximum tension reached, nut locked and pressure
released. The image acquisition is done after the load is released. The bolt tensioner is removed afterwards; 12
Measurement made the next day to check possible relaxation.

At this point, the detectors’ position appeared out of the allowed range due to an unexpected level of
embedding. A full Hartmann verification was performed to ensure it wasn’t a local deviation, for instance linked
to the non-flatness of the CCDs. It nevertheless confirmed that the FPA was 27µm closer to the TOU than
desired. Consequently, the integration had to be redone with thicker spacers. The bolts were removed and the
next measure showed that the FPA returned to the nominal BIP position (step 13).

The bottom panel of Figure 9 shows the second and final iteration, with the following steps: 1. Initial state
(end of first iteration); 2. the hexapod is lowered to allow for the spacers to be placed. The bolt tensioning tool is
installed; 3-7. The bolts are loaded gradually to the desired level, the nut is locked and the pressure is released;
8. Bolt tensioning tool removed; 9. Measurement made the next day, the position is within the desired range,
alignment considered succesful. The final integration steps can be performed; 10. After FPA MGSE removal
(At this point the FPA is disconnected from the Hexapod); 11. D+3: after thermal hardware installation; 12.
Final verification prior to MLI integration.

5.4 Bolting error budget

By doing several bolting iterations, some contributors to the bolting positioning error can be neglected in the
final error budget for the bolting operation. For example, the embedding of the different mating surfaces or the
possible movements due to manufacturing and assembly tolerances, while difficult to estimate theoretically are
corrected by doing several iterations. On the EM specimen, their contribution was estimated by checking the
FPA position with regards to the BiP position defined during the alignment. They were then compensated for
by using thicker shims.

The final verification of the results on the EM camera proved that it was possible to predict the required
spacer thickness with good accuracy based on the first bolting iteration, as well as to perform the operation
with an excellent level of repeatability. With the current level of knowledge, two iterations are anticipated for
the following specimen. The next cameras will also tell if the same levels of repeatability and accuracy can be
achieved for all of them. This would imply that accurate prediction based on gap measurement (and other data
gathered during the metrology study of the assembly) can be made to perform the bolting in only one iteration.

The remaining errors considered for the bolting error budget at this point are the manufacturing tolerance
and the assembly of the spacers (8.0µm) and the image position calculation error (3.0µm), resulting in a final
uncertainty on the bolting process of 8.5µm.
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Figure 9. Optical monitoring during the bolting. The grey curves show the position of the hexapod, i.e. the nominal
position of the FPA. The orange curves indicates the location of the detector as traced by the size of the hartmann
pattern measured at a constant position in the field of view. All measurements are relative to the initial, i.e. pre-bolting
conditions. Every step on the x-axis corresponds to one image (e.g. after a change of the pressure exerted on the bolt
tensioner). The first iteration is on top. The second one is below. The last step in the top panel and the first in the lower
one are identical.

5.5 Optical Validation

A reference Hartmann measurement is performed at 40 positions in the field of view before and after the bolting
process. A mosaic image of these 40 positions is presented in Figure 10. They were calculated to be in the center
of cells covering identical surfaces on the sky while taking the small gaps between the CCDs into account. They
consist in 4, 8, 12 and 16 positions at 3.1, 8.3, 12.4 and 16.33 degrees of elevation respectively. Close to the optical
axis, an asymmetry in azimuth is visible between the 4 CCDs (section 2.2). The artefacts in the background,
especially visible on the top-right, are due to cosmetic defects in the CCDs, which are not flight-grade.

The right panel of Figure 10 displays the comparison of this pre- vs post-integration optical verification. It
shows that the measures are compatible with the absence of impact of the bolting process on the location of the
focal plane within the measurement uncertainties.

The measurement performed after the camera integration is also used as a reference for a verification of the
camera integrity throughout the rest of the AIV campaign: it is repeated before and after transport and before
and after every cooldown sequence in the cryo-vacuum chambers. The camera underwent two cryo-vacuum test
campaigns so far. The four associated reference measurements showed various relative displacements of the
FPA in the focus direction, but no tilt. The largest defocus observed with respect to the outgoing reference
measurement in CSL was 48µm. The differences are nevertheless very well correlated with the temperature
of the camera during the various measurements and are compatible with a trend of dz/dT ∼ 19µm/◦C, to be
confirmed by additional measurements on this camera model as well as on the flight models.
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Figure 10. Left: Mosaic of the 40 positions visited in the field of view. Right: Post vs Pre-bolting measurements of the
hartmann pattern, i.e. size of the hartmann pattern (Σ), as a function of the azimuth. The solid lines are pre-bolting,
the dashed are post-bolting. The legend reports the differences. Elevation angles of 3.1, 8.3, 12.4 and 16.33 degrees are
reported bottom-up. The enlargement of the hartmann pattern as a function of the elevation is due to the strong field
curvature existing at ambient temperature.15

6. CONCLUSIONS

The Engineering Model camera of PLATO has been successfully produced, assembled and tested. The optical
verifications of the metrology by analysis of a Hartmann pattern proved to be vital for this camera model. They
were also demonstrated to be extremely sensitive and reproducible (∼ 3µm). The hartmann measurements
performed at ambient before and after the cryo-vacuum test campaigns at SRON demonstrate a very good
system stability despite the (expected) strong dependence of the defocus on the camera temperature, hence
emphasizing the importance of common references for the temperature measurements performed during the
optical characterization at TOU level prior to the assembly and at camera level during the assembly.

The AIV chain leading to the alignment and assembly of the camera and the associated metrology was
validated by the optical performance of the camera, demonstrated under cryo-vacuum conditions at the SRON
test-facility. The optical performance of the camera was found fully compliant with the requirements. Details
on the corresponding tests and results can be found in Refs 19,23, 13,14.
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